Is the International Community complicit in the Ethiopian genocide? DN (MD)
The heinous terror attacks on Christians and Jews in France and Austria
recently, has rightly outraged the world. However, the atrociously rampant,
systematic, incessant, state-sanctioned massacres of Amaras since Abiy
became Ethiopia’s premier, is seemingly shrouded in conspiracy of silence.
Emboldened by the ill-gotten Nobel Peace Prize, Abiy’s clandestine, terrorist
Oromo army, is waging an ever brazen genocidal war on Amaras after the
victims had officially been disarmed.
Why the indiscriminate massacre of Amaras across much of the country, fails
to inspire outrage in the West, defies any logic. Western democracies cannot
feign ignorance, because Addis is awash with their agents at it is the world’s
third leading diplomatic capital.
The world should take note that Ethiopia’s premier Abiy Ahmed, who has been
conferred upon a Nobel Peace Prize, is a villain who is directly implicated in the
raging genocide targeting Amaras throughout his nearly three years of tenure.
Yes, Abiy, was responsible for erecting a ‘hate statue’ which was intended to
incite his gullible tribesmen to go on rampage and exact revenge on Amaras,
for a manufactured crime that had allegedly been committed 150 years ago.
Abiy Ahmed is an unrepentant terrorist on attire. However belated, the weight
of authority of the international community must be exerted as a matter of
urgency to have him indicted. It would be an utter disgrace too for the Nobel
committee, if it fails to revoke a prize that it had erroneously conferred upon a
man who is a terrorist in disguise.
It is interesting that Narendra Modi, the current leader of India, had been
banned from entering the US from 2005 to 2014 due to his alleged complicity
in the 2002 anti-Muslim pogroms in his home state of Gujirat, which left more
than 1,000 people dead. It is therefore, a travesty of justice that Abiy Ahmed,
who has sanctioned the death and displacement of millions in Ethiopia, has yet
to stand trial at the international Court of justice for crimes against humanity.
Dr. Debru Negash, is a former UN medical advisor, who has lost 52 family
members in cold-blooded massacre of Amaras at the hands of Abiy’s advisors.

